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Plant's Folly and Tampa's Treasure:
Boosters and the Creation of a
Tampa Icon
by Alena Pirok
ter four years of construction and fanfare, the Tampa
Bay Hotel opened its doors to northern tourists on Febuary 11, 1891. Journalists on the scene reported that the
hotel's builder, interior designer, owner, and all around mastermind, Henry B. Plant, had invited the people of Tampa, prospective hotel guests, and even rival businessmen to view his wondrous
new resort. 1 At its surface the building was a marvel to behold and
quite a contrast to the collection of meager structures and rail lines
that made up the "arid desert of sand" that was Tampa. 2 Its fine
red brick walls and wide shaded piazzas towered over the modest
wooden homes of the city's seven-hundred residents on the opposite bank of the narrow Hillsborough River. But it was not the walls
that most dazzled nor which would in time become the symbols of
first the hotel, and later the city itself. That honor went to the set of
gleaming silver onion domes, the out-of-place oddities, which shot
skyward in pseudo oriental splendor. Once inside, the cavernous
ballrooms, lofted guest rooms, and long windowed halls did not fail
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to delight. The opening night partygoers enjoyed dancing, socializing, and the "brilliant assemblage" offurniture and art works. 3 Outside, the lush gardens, electric lights, and distinctive silver minarets
contrasted with the rough sandy landscape surrounding the hotel,
creating an unforgettable scene.
Though it was reported that guests supremely enjoyed themselves that evening and left with a sense that the hotel would bring
great things to Tampa, the hotel's spectacular start soon proved to
be a far cry from its less-than-stunning career. The slow roll of leisure trains did not come often enough, and did not bring enough
visitors with enough money to keep the party going. Much to the
surprise of many Tampans the resort did not attract the number
of guests needed to continue operation. Rooms remained largely unoccupied until the Spanish-American War brought military
personnel and journalists to the city. 4 Not long after, the edifice
became nationally known as "Plant's Folly." 5 The hotel was such
a failure that when Plant died, his family quickly sold the mostly
disused hotel to the city. Tampa's leaders soon realized making
the hotel profitable was an uphill battle. In the 1930s, as in many
places across the nation, workers boarded up the windows and
doors to wait out the Depression-in the end though, its days as
Plant's luxury hotel were over, as was its promise to bring wealth
and influence to Tampa. 6 The hotel's initial failure did not stop
fans, promoters, and most especially urban "boosters" eager to give
Tampa a name reimagined the hotel as the jewel in the homespun
city's crown. This article argues that the hotel's celebrated reputation was more an effect of hot air and printer's ink than of a lived
reality. Focusing on the unsubstantiated claims associated with the
Tampa Bay Hotel raises questions about the role of boosterism in
creating a Florida "image" for the developing tourism industry in
the nineteenth century.
When writing about the Tampa Bay Hotel historians highlight the hotel's glamorous image and Plant's good name, while
downplaying the hotel's less-then-impressive performance and
3
4
5

6

Tampajournal, February 12, 1891.
James Covington, Plant's Palace: Henry B. Plant and the Tampa Bay Hotel (Louisville, KY: Harmony House, 1990) , 78.
"Contest Over Plant Will," New York Times, November 15, 1899; Harris H. Mullen, A History of The Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, FL: The University of Tampa
Foundation , 1996) 10; Covington, Plant's Palace, 78,104.
"Contest Over Plant Will," New York Times, November 215, 1899; Haris H. Mullen, A History of The Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, FL: The University of Tampa
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boon to the city's economy. Aside from Plant's biographer,
G. Hutchison-Smyth, James Covington is the second most cited
Tampa Bay Hotel historian. In several books and articles he asserted that the Tampa Bay Hotel was the "foundation for growth in
Tampa." 7 Covington praised Plant for his astute business skills
because he was able to convince Tampa's board of trade that his
"edifice" would be "profitable." 8 Covington accepted the boosters'
assertions that the people of Tampa were "fully aroused," to "the
importance and crying need of a grand hotel," and argued that
"everyone realized that a larger hotel was needed for the rapidly
growing city. "9
Taking cues from Covington, other historians, like Susan
Brandon and Tracy Revels, argued that the hotel "provided the
unpretentious city of Tampa with a fanciful new resort image," and
caused "instant economic activity and prosperity for the port city,"
citing the same few Tampa newspapers that advertised the hotel
in the 1880s. 10 Even historians who recognized the hotel's problems nevertheless found ways to avoid the issue. Gary Mormino and
George Pozzetta for example suggest "If this hotel became a white
elephant," Plant at least "was able to make his fortune in other
financial spheres. "11 It may not have been the most resounding of
successes but at least it was a gem and its builder did not let its
shortcomings hold him back. In fact, for Covington even though
the hotel was never "more than half full," the point that Plant was
not "disturbed" by this and loved his creation is enough to endow
the project with a manner of success. 12 Others have compared
Plant to Henry Flagler, and his hotel construction on the state's
east coast. Certainly both men were aggressive in their actions, in
regard to the promotion of their respective hotels, and their drive
to bring rail transportation and hotels to the state represent important moments in the growth of Florida tourism. But comparing the
7
8
9
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James Covington, "The Tampa Bay Hotel. " Tequesta 26, (1966): 3-20; Covington, Plant's Palace, 79; G. Hutchinson-Smyth, The Life of H enry Bradley Plant
(New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1898).
Covington, "The Tampa Bay Hotel. " 4.
Tampa Weekly journal, March 5, 1888; Covington, Plants Palace, 87.
Susan Brandon, The Architecture of L eisure: The Florida Hotels of H enry Flagler and
Henry _Plant (G~inesvill~: University Press of Florida, 2002) , 258; Tracy Revels,
Sunshine Paradise: A History of Florida Tourism (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2011) , 52.
?ary R. Mor~ino_ and _Georg~ E. Pozzetta, The Immigrant World of Ybor City: Italians and Their Latzn Neighbors zn Tampa, 1885-1985 (Gainesville: University Press
ofFlorida, 1998), 47.
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eastern and western hotels serves to paper over the shortcomings
of the one in comparison to the successes of the other. The Tampa
Bay Hotel benefits from Flagler's efforts. The result is an enduring
understanding of the hotel as having been a glittering and magnificent addition to a growing city.
This article explores the question of how Plant's obvious "folly"
came to be viewed as anything but. The answer to that question
lies in the contemporary promotional writings about Tampa and
the hotel itself. News stories and op-eds heralded the Tampa Bay
Hotel's construction and opening as the beginning of something
new and fabulous in Tampa. Each sung the praise of the "fine
hotel," and its ability to transform the city. 13 Even as the hotel failed
to recoup its investment costs or deliver on its promises, writers
still hailed it as the spark that built Tampa. 14 In the long run, it
was not the actual hotel operation that came to define the building-instead, it was the glowing praise of writers who produced the
texts, language, and images that have endured. It has been their
writing above all that has shaped how historians have come to see
the Tampa Bay Hotel and not the actual resort itself. In order to
really understand this curious building, we must look at the people
who produced this writing and understand their projects. Scholars
of the cities, and particularly of the urban west, have come to call
these sorts of writers "boosters." The term is used here because,
even though Tampa is unquestionably eastern when compared to
places like San Francisco or Seattle, its turn-of-the-century history
better resembles that of western cities than of eastern ones.
These cities had to work to establish themselves as valid American places-as something more than rough frontier hot spots
filled with immigrants and vice. Boosters were vital in this project,
as they knew how to fashion images and stories that would appeal
to establishment audiences and in so doing create new faces for
new cities that would outshine the often far cruder realities on the
ground. Tampa was just such a place. Small, restive, underbuilt,
economically marginal, and on the edge of lawlessness, the city was
far from being a viable tourist destination. Eastern as it might be,
Tampa was in most respects more like a western frontier town than
anything else. Rethinking the Tampa Bay Hotel's story in light of
13
14

Tampa Tribune, October 6, 1887.
"Contest Over Plant Will," New York Times, November 15, 1899; Harris H. Mullen, A History of The Tampa Bay Hotel (Tampa, FL: The University of Tampa
Foundation, 1996), 10; Covington, Plant's Palace, 78,104.
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nineteenth-century urban and frontier development offers a new
way to think about other Florida places as opposed to more common Florida tourism narrative which, however innocently, tends to
favor the grandiose images that the boosters' created. 15 By looking
at the way boosters created the lasting memory of the Tampa Bay
Hotel we can begin to see how Florida's magical, tropical, or wondrous image is not a product of its tourist-economy but a product
for its tourist-economy. 16
One of the principal boosters was G. Hutchison-Smyth. His
1898 book The Life of Henry Bradley Plant illustrates the aggressive
word-smithing that boosters used to shape how people understood
Plant and his business ventures. Hutchison-Smyth 's story about
Plant sees him as "a benefactor and friend" who "used his power
nobly" and contributed "immensely to the general development
of the South." 17 His vision of Plant is a kindly gentleman who built
himself up from humble means, made a fortune, loved women,
ran a railroad empire, and built amazing hotels for the benefit of
all people. 18
Tracing his life from his youth to his travels across both oceans,
the book offers the most detailed description of Plant's life and
businesses. The tome was not only a narrative, but also a collection of speeches, lauding the many great crowds Plant spoke to and
his witty retorts to prying reporters. It traces his genealogy, speaks
15

16

17
18

Many authors have explored Florida's identity as an oddity; most are tourist
guides that capitalize on the listing of Florida's oddities for tourists. This is
a common trope for many tourist locations in the South. See Ron Wiggins,
Florida Authentic: Your Field Guide to The Unique, Eccentric, and Natural Marvels
of the Real Sunshine State (West Palm Beach, FL: Honor Bright Press, 2012);
Jerome Pohlen, Oddball Florida: A Guide to Some Really Strange Places (Chicago,
IL: Chicago Review Press Inc. , 2004); Charlie Carlson, Mark Moran and Mark
Sceurman, Weird Florida: Your Travels Guide to Florida's Local Legends and Best
Kept Secrets (New York, NY: Sterling Publishing, 2005). Also of interest in this
same category are social media outlets that characterize Florida as strange,
see @_FloridaMan, Twitter Account Description, February 10, 2014, http: //
twitter.com/ _FloridaMan.
Philip Levy, "The Most Exotic of Our Cities': Race , Place, Writing, and George
Allan England's Key West," Florida Historical Quarterly 89, no. 4 (Spring 2011):
437-453, and William Barnett, "Inventing the Conch Republic: The Creation
of Key West as an Escape for Modern America" Florida Historical Quarterly 88,
no_- 2 (F~ll 2009):_139-172, make similar arguments that the Florida Keys were
wntten m~o _reality by boosters who framed the area as a modern escapist
retreat. It 1s important to note the identity adopted by the Florida Keys and
Tampa differ mainly in that while the Keys were able to adopt, sustain and
make a profit from their identity; Tampa, as will become clear, did not.
Hutchison-Smyth, The Life Of Henry Bradley Plant, iv.
Ibid., 243.
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of his youthful years, his railroad years, his married years, and his
elder years. The New York Times called the book "300 or more pages
full of self-laudation," an assessment that captures the spirit of the
biography. 19 There is barely a page that does not celebrate Plant in
the highest order, every choice he made and word he spoke seems
to delicately whisper the pathway towards success, happiness, and
an adventure-filled retirement. While its tone is obviously celebratory, and often sounds as if Plant wrote it himself, it is the singular
source historians have on his life. Because of this, the narratives
historians wrote about Plant are directly informed by the advertisements made on behalf of his character, and tend to celebrate him
as quirky inv~stor, if not the father, of Tampa.
The boosters' narrative of Plant as an urban paternalist came
at a strange time, as the city of Tampa was beginning to grow before
his arrival. In the 1880s the coastal regions of Florida were experiencing the early stages of the boom that would burst in the 1920s. 20
When Plant built a railroad to, and a steam-ship line out of Tampa
he opened the city's already established cattle, phosphate, and
small trade businesses to the northern United States and Caribbean. While it is easy to say that Plant built Tampa he did not bring
phosphates and cattle to the city; the infrastructure of those industries had been developed much earlier. The reality of Tampa mattered very little to the boosters who were not in the business of
reporting events, but in the business of imagining futures.
Ignoring Tampa's steady industrial growth allowed nineteenthcentury boosters to sink their hopes into Plant's abilities to reshape
the city. 21 They anticipated that the beautiful hotel Plant planned
to construct would bring tourists and settlers, transforming Tampa
into a large and popular city for investment and tourism. Their
most widely-held assumption was that the hotel would raise property values and give the city a sophisticated identity.22 Real-estate
speculation was already a popular and profitable business in

19
20
21

22

"Contest of Plant Will" New York Times, November 15, 1899.
Gary Mormino, Land of Sunshine, State of Dreams: A Social History of Modern Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2008); Revels, Sunshine Paradise.
Though the boosters made many promises, which are cited throughout this
essay, one quote from Henry Plant sums them all up: "No city in the state shall
offer superior advantage or more elegant and sumptuous accommodation to
Tampa for the attraction of tourists." Tampa Tribune, March 17, 1888.
Tampa Tribune, October 6, 1887, p.2, c.2; Weekly journal, March 22, 1888. P.4,
c.2; Tampa Tribune, May 17, 1888; "The Hotel Debt," Tampajournal, October
17, 1889 p.4, c.3.
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Tampa when Plant began purchasing land for the hotel. 23 While
his campus engulfed some of the choicest spots in town, boosters
assured Tam pans that his building would increase the prices of lesser lots. Claiming that the hotel would "greatly enhance the values
of real estate" in the area was an encouraging note for the city's
investors. 24 The benefit that other businesses reportedly got from
Plant's wholesale purchase of the city's riverfront property made
him into an icon of business prowess. 25 Overnight he became the
figure Tampa's smaller investors looked to as a model for urban
development.
Boosters transformed Plant into the model-businessman
through a series of stories that made his development plans appear
admirable, if not legendary. In their prose Plant was an uncomplicated, kindly philanthropist, who only wanted to turn dusty ol'
Tampa into a thriving metropolis. The legend they made said that
on Plant's very first visit to Florida he sailed down the St. John's
River, like many wealthy tourists had done before, to admire the
state's lush landscape. Unlike other pleasure travelers, Plant wandered from his group and found himself isolated, left nearly alone
in a canoe on one of Florida's mysterious, yet beautiful, waterways.
It is said that although lost the great Mr. Plant did not fret, nor
rush to build a shelter, rather he took the opportunity to plan his
next great adventure: developing Florida. For Plant, getting lost
in the unknown was not a reason to panic but an opportunity to
build. His story became a metaphoric lesson for other investors
who feared their forays into the land-cheap and yellow fever-rich
state would be their undoing. 26
Not surprisingly, when he came to Tampa the boosters there
made a similar claim. In this case they likened him to Czar Nicholas
of Russia saying "That Emperor of Russia who took his ruler and
drew a straight line on the map between Moscow and St. Petersburg" telling his engineers where to build, "performed no greater feat than Henry B. Plant has performed on the west coast of
Florida." 27 According to the boosters, Plant's great feat began in
23
24
25
26
27

Hutchison-Smyth, The Life OJ Henry Bradley Plant, 86.
"The Hotel Debt," Tampa]ournal, October 17, 1889 p.4, c.3.
T~mpa Tribune, July_ 26, 1888. The quote reads "all returned home feeling that
this was another evidence of our assured and permanent prosperity."
"Henry B. Plant" New York Times,June 26, 1898.
Ibid. Many people have used Russian aesthetics to describe Tampa, Plant,
~nd the hotel. George Kennan compared the city to Siberia in Campaigning
zn Cuba. He wrote that the city reminded him of a "a wretched, verdure less
town in south Siberia." Today, people often read the building's minarets as a
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a triumphant scene where he "pointed to the isolated sandy, hot
little village of Tampa" and said, "There, we will have a city." 28 He
then turned slightly, pointing his stately finger once again to pronounce, "There across the river we will build one of the greatest
hotels of the world. " A third turn set his finger westward, where he
proclaimed, "Ten miles down the coast where [there] is nothing
but sandy beach, we will have a deep-water port and establish communication with the West Indies and Central America." 29 With this
story Tampa boosters created an image of Plant as a great leader
who not only claimed the city for his own, but also knew what needed to be done in order to make it great.
A brief biography of Plant published in the New York Times
worked to reinforce this idea. When the unnamed author described
Plant's first impression of Tampa he said the entrepreneur found
it "slumbering as it had been for years." 30 This slumber was made
more evident by the city's sparsely built landscape comprised of
"one or two small shops and a population of about seven hundred."
Though he condemned the city's sleepy ways, in his biography
Hutchison-Smyth assured readers that at that very moment Plant
knew "all South Florida needed for a successful future was a little
spirit and energy." 31 As it happened, Plant's railroad and steam ship
line were that spirit and energy needed to invite investors in and
expand the city. 32
The gusto that Plant brought to Tampa materialized in his railroad, and the hotel was seen as another in an ever-growing list of
gifts he lavished upon the city. If the railroads produced Tampa successes, the hotel represented the luxury and beauty that followed
success. However, the key to ensuring the city's success was neither
the railroads nor the hotel; it was Plant. He put his faith in Tampa
and its people's ability to be made a-new with a railroad. He trusted
them to develop the city around exports and become a transportation hub. The people of Tampa, with the help of the boosters,
understood that Plant's paternalism and benevolence depended
on their ability to make good with the tools he gave them. Thus,

28
29
30
31

32

Russian architectural element, but the crescents on the Tampa Bay Hotel's
onion domes and the early descriptions of the hotel as "Moorish" illustrate
architect]. A. Wood's intention for the hotel to have a more Islamic aesthetic,
than a Russian one.
Ibid.
Ibid.
"Henry B Plant," New York Times, June 26, 1898.
Hutchison-Smyth, The Life Of Henry Bradley Plant, 77.
"Henry B Plant," New York Times, June 26, 1898.
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Plant was heralded in newspapers across the city. Even when the
pace of construction lulled, bills piled up, and people began to feel
that they had been abandoned, Plant was never blamed. While he
was always looking out for the good of the people, other characters
were not given this consideration.
When people became frustrated with the pace of the hotel's
construction and feared they could not raise the matching funds
to complete the project, they lashed out at Plant's architect, J. A.
Wood. While Plant was often in New York during the construction
phase, Wood was in Tampa working as the stand-in for Plant and
his fellow Plant Investment Company men. According to the newspapers Wood was a dubious brute who demanded "more than the
people of Tampa can meet." 33 Because "the people of Tampa" interacted with Wood the most and Plant was untouchable, Wood bore
the brunt of the criticism during the hotel's construction phase.
Shortly after heralding the city's support and excitement for
the construction project, the Tampa Weekly journal complained that
the massive hotel was not being constructed fast enough. The newspaper questioned Wood's relationship to Plant stating that he was
simply "an architect of New York who has been understood to represent" Plant and his friends, but the editors held on to a suspicion
that would argue otherwise. Rather than Plant or his friends it was
the questionable Mr. Wood who was "trifling with" Tampa's people.
When the hotel failed to materialize the people of Tampa, like a
young bride waiting tensely at the altar, began to fear that Plant's
kind words and promises were a ruse, and that the hotel would not
be built. In a series of self-reassuring articles Tampa's journalists
began planning their alternative to both keep their dreams alive
and to show Plant that they could, but would prefer not to, go on
without him.
Early in 1888 the Tampa Weekly Journal exclaimed in a frenzy
"Mr. Plant and his friends should be met liberally, but in case of
a failure in this scheme, there is another possibility to which the
Hotel Company should direct its attention." 34 It went on to list all
the land owners who were currently willing to sell their land, asserting that "Tampa cannot have too many good hotels; they will pay. "35
This panic, whether real or imagined, encouraged the people of
Tampa to be deeply concerned with the construction of the hotel,
33
34
35

Tampa Weekly journal, May 5, 1888.
Ibid., March 22, 1888.
Ibid.
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and to cling to Plant more fervently as their benevolent investor. It
encouraged a sense that without Plant's hotel the city would be left
on its own floundering under its panicked decisions and uncontrolled hotel development schemes. This feeling did not last long.
Twelve harrowing days after the flurry of concerns, Plant traveled from New York to settle the nervous Tampans. Arriving on
his personal world-traveled Pullman railcar, Plant made a grand
entrance. Once he was settled, Plant announced his determined
efforts for the city proclaiming "that no city in the State shall offer
superior advantage or more elegant and sumptuous accommodations to Tampa for the attraction of tourists." 36 After Plant's reassuring announcement the Tampa Tribune calmly sighed "We have
passed through the dark hour just before dawn and the bright light
of prosperity and business activity is breaking upon our city." 37 As
always, that bright light was none other than Henry B. Plant. 38

The Fine Hotel
Just as Plant was the father, the benevolent investor, friend, and
lover of Tampa, the hotel he built was his gift to the city. It was the
jewel, the city's reward for so fully accepting the railroad, providing
tax breaks for his projects, constructing a bridge, matching funds
and building an economy around his gift to the benefit of Plant, his
investors, and Tampa. In order for the hotel to make good on its
promises, boosters were entrusted with making Tampa appear an
inviting and economically profitable place. The hotel alone could
not make the city great, it had to be representative of what the city
was capable of accomplishing, the skill of its workers, the diversity
of its imports, and the wealth of its people.
In the late 1880s boosters began publishing articles and bulletins asserting that the Tampa Bay Hotel was the city's glamorous
ticket into Florida's booming economy. In order to encourage the
city's smaller businesses to model themselves after the dream that
the hotel created, the city's boosters, principally The Tampa Tribune,
The Tampa Journal and Weekly Journal, (and occasionally The New
York Times) heralded the hotel's transformative abilities, encouraging Tampa to shed its frontier image and model itself after the fine
hotel. The Tampa Tribune told readers that the city needed "a large
fine hotel" for tourists who would "spend their money" and "make
36
37
38

Tampa Tribune, May 17, 1888.
Ibid.
Tamjm Tribune, May 10, 1888; Tampa Tribune,January 26, 1888.
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their investments" only in cities with sumptuous accommodations. 39
Without a fine hotel, the newspaper warned, Tampa would lose its
"reputation as a splendid winter resort" sending guests elsewhere
and leaving Tampa a mere cattle town in South Florida. 40
As much as boosters crafted an image of Plant for the people of Tampa, they crafted an image of an excitable and welcoming Tampa for visitors and investors. The Tampa Weekly Journal
announced that the city was "fully aroused," to "the importance
and crying need of a grand hotel." 41 While it is not clear if anyone
passively accepted or actively rejected the idea of the hotel, boosters spilled a lot of ink asserting, reassuring, and proclaiming that
Tampans supported the hotel, wanted the hotel, and would welcome all who came to visit the city and the hotel. The Tampa Weekly
Journal proclaimed, "We have realized and realize yet that a hotel
is the greatest need of our city." 42 One month later the same paper
assured readers that "the business men and the people of Tampa
seem to be properly aroused to all the important questions of having a hotel speedily constructed that will be commensurate with the
needs of the city." 43 When reporting on the city's plans for the hotel
the Tampa Tribune enthused, "Nothing that money or architectural
skill can accomplish to make the house comfortable, elegant and
attractive will be lacking when it is finished Tampa can boast that
not a city in the old or new world has a finer hotel." 44 In an effort
to illustrate the unity felt among Tam pans in favor of the hotel the
same paper reported that, "All the business houses of every character were closed and our citizens went out en mass to witness" the
hotel's ground-breaking and "the auspicious performance which
insured to our city one of the most magnificent hotels in Florida." 45
The city's metropolitan character was made apparent at the grand
ground breaking ceremony. The Tampa Tribune reported that "The
Tampa Silver Coronate Band" played the "finest music" while orators presented "eloquent addresses" and "appropriate prayer." 46
The prose suggests a Tampa made up of enthusiastic crowds of citizens who recognized the potential of their hometown. No longer
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Tampa Tribune, October 6, 1887.

Ibid.
Tampa Weeklyjournal, March 5, 1888.

Ibid.
Tampa Weeklyjournal, March 22, 1888.
Tampa Tribune, May 17, 1888.
Tampa Tribune,July, 26 1888.

Ibid.
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a small industrial port town, boosters had created a Tampa full of
welcoming metropolitan urbanites and, as later articles demonstrated, skilled craftsmen.
By July 1888 builders had placed the hotel's corner stone, and
the Tampa Tribune announced, "We now feel solid. "47 As the construction began newspapers reported not only the enthusiasm of
the hotel's supporters, but the quality of Tampa's workers. Tampa
Weekly Journal proclaimed that the local "superintendents, accountant and the several Foreman, the apprentices and the colored
laborers" were all faithful and industrious. 48 This was more than
a recognition of local skills; it was an advertisement of the superiority of Tampa's workers. In anticipation of future investment in
Tampa, boosLers conveyed their belief that Tampa's workers were
unequaled "by any body of laborer, white, black native or foreign,
in any state or country." Boosters called the workers "ambitious
young men," who were gaining a valuable education in "everything required in constructing a building." 49 Tampa was to be the
home of the first generation of builders who knew how, and had
experience building "the World's Only Fireproof Tourists Hotel." 50
Descriptions of the workers were important additions to the overall
reconstruction of the city's image. With good, skilled workers the
city and its people became valuable commodities.
The greatest and most poetic of Tampa's new commodities was
the hotel itself. The New York Times said the hotel gave the city "a
tone" unseen in the rest of the area. 51 In many ways the hotel and its
resort grounds were akin to the era's World Fairs. 52 The hotel was
an exciting and mysterious city within a city. The fairs of the latenineteenth and early-twentieth century separated themselves from
their host cities in order to illustrate how urban spaces could reach
a state of perfection. 53 The hotel and transportation system did the
same. Citizens of Tampa who could not afford to stay at the hotel
47
48
49
50
51
52

53

Ibid.
Tampa WeeklyjoumaOanuary 17, 1889.
Tampajoumal,January 17, 1889.
Ibid., February 14, 1889.
New York Times,January 24, 1891.
For more on turn of the twentieth-century fairs see Robert Rydell, All the Worlds'
Fair: Visions of Empire at American International Expositions (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1987); Robert W. Rydell, John E. Findling and Kimberly
D. Pelle, Fair America (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000);
James Gilbert, Perfect Cities: Chicago's Utopias of 1893 (Chicago, IL: University of
Chicago Press, 1993).
James Gilbert argues this point in Perfect Cities. While he focuses on Chicago,
his points are widely applicable .
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saw it as something outside their city, something decidedly grand,
and presumably perfect. Tourists had similar expectations, though
the railroad ensured that guests did not see other part of Tampa,
they understood the hotel as something impressively grand. 54
As the New York Times pointed out the hotel's tone was distinctively elite and modem. Boosters described in detail the interior
and exterior to illustrate Plant's good taste, and the assumed tastes
of his guests. Detailed descriptions appeared in print even as the
hotel was being built. The travel writer William Drysdale stopped
by the resort while it was under construction and penned some of
the most eloquent descriptions. His accounts illustrate nineteenthcentury boosters' creative prowess by crafting a vivid image of
the hotel-to-be using only its construction material and scattered
assemblages. 55
Upon first seeing the hotel Drysdale remarked, "The hotel
throughout is unlike any other building in the world." 56 He noted
the "light and graceful iron veranda" and "stories rising upon stories in unexpected places." While his visit took place while the
hotel was under construction, the wordsmith Drysdale spun the
beginning stage into a romance stating; "There is an appearance
of great solidarity everywhere, as there must be, for all the walls are
of brick, all the beams and rafters of steel, all the floors of fire brick
and covered with hard woods, all the partitions of fire brick." From
the construction he moved onto the foliage. He reported that the
plants were "curious" and "from all over the West Indies, from Asia
and Africa" and noted the presence of "half a carload of calla lilies in bulk" from "Hollywood." Inside, he pointed out the innovative steam heaters, playfully saying that "Guests" were ''to be kept
warm at all hazards." At one point Drysdale's romantic roaming
got him lost and he wrote "In one part of the house- I have no idea
upon what floor, but it was some miles, I think, from the office,"
he found a mysterious room of "beautiful antique furniture from
France, from Spain, from England, from wherever it could be had."
54

55

56

A Photographic View of Tampa Bay Hotel (Buffalo, NY: The Matthews Northrup
Co. Completer Art Printing Works,1895), 80. The quote read "guests departing make their exit through the same doorway they entered. "
For more on William Drysdale in Florida, see Jesus Mendez, "From Adventure Travel_ to Leisure Tourism: The Florida Letters of William Drysdale in the
New York Times, 1884-1893," Florida Historical Quarterly 89, no. 4 (Spring 2011):
437-468.
William Drysdale, "Even the Front May Get Lost," New York Times February 8
1891.
'
'
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George W. Griffith, Tampa Bay Hotel Parlor, 1903. Black & white photoprint, 10 x
8 in. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory https: / / www.floridamemory.com/
items/ show/ 33377.

When Drysdale returned to the hotel after its opening he
noted the building's intelligent design with the same romantic
zeal. He argued that the grand "rotunda" room not only recognized "that men and women like to be together," but that "man is
an animal that smokes." He went on to point out that at the Tampa
Bay Hotel the smoking man can "with propriety sit down by his
wife, or perhaps by somebody else's "½rife in the comfortable chairs
in the rotunda." 57
He announced that this simple interaction, made easy by the
hotel rendered "an important problem in social science solved."
57

William Drysdale, "The Shores of Tampa Bay," The New York Times, January
24,1892.
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But, the hotel's advancements did not stop in the social world, for
those interested in technology and aesthetics Plant had made a
special request to the Bell Telephone Company for receivers that
were more inconspicuous than the "unsightly affairs in common
use." 58 Those interested in architecture would appreciate the "curious and ingenious way" the hotel's hallways were lit by great "Moorish" shaped windows that are high enough for privacy, but large
enough to drench the building in light. 59 Drysdale wrote for the
New York Times, but his style was common among Tampa area journalists. For writers in Tampa, however, the hotel's grandest moment
happened the night of its opening.
The Tampa Journal reported that the event surpassed a "poet's
dream" and defied description. 60 The hotel was something Tampans had never seen previously. It stood alone in the city of cigar
factories, phosphate mines, and cows. Newspapers across the
nation celebrated the hotel's beauty, but none did so with such
exuberance as Tampa's very own Tribune andJournal. 61 "Fortunate
indeed were they who took part in the grand celebration," said the
Tampa Journal, adding that those who went "hung bright pictures of
the event on memory's wall."62
Journalists hardly restrained themselves while describing the
elegant features at the hotel. The most trivial things became amazing. "Good luck seemed to smile on everything done" at the hotel,
said the Tribune, "all the plants and shrubs are growing." 63 "Screens
of oxidized copper surmount the handsome counters," said the
Tampa Journal, "and every convenience known to the office work
of hotels has been provided." 64 Construction workers were "a small
army," the hotel was a "palace," doors and windows were "massive,"
goods were "innumerable," everything "Moorish," Spanish, German, "fresh and green." 65 The lights were electric, the elevators
58
59
60
61

62
63

64
65

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
The Tampa Tribune and the Tampa Journal produced some of the most lavish
accounts while papers across the nation printed travel accounts that featured
the hotel as a special spot or notable point. For examples see: "Additional
Locals," Catoctin Clarion, February 19, 1891; Hon. S.M. Heller, "Trip to the
Sunny South," Democratic Northwestern, March 12, 1891; "Another Interesting
Letter from Florida," Keowee Courier, March 10, 1892, and William Drysdale,
"The Shores of Tampa Bay," The New York Times,January 24,1892.
Ibid.
Tampa Tribune~ September 11, 1980.
Tampajournal,January 29, 1891.
Ibid.
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Looking across the grounds at the Tampa Bay Hotel, Tampa, Florida. Black &
white photoprint, 5 x 8 in. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory https: / / www.
floridamemory.com/ iterns/ show / 26158.

silent, and the music box hummed pure "sweetness and softness." 66
All of this elegance was "procured by Mr. Plant at great trouble and
expense." 67 From the white shell walkways to the silver minarets,
everything at the Tampa Bay Hotel was perfect.
Though the promotional writings described a prosperous
modern Tampa with the hotel shining brilliantly at its center, that
city did not exist. During the late 1880s Tampa was a southern-frontier town: unpaved, under-regulated, and according to observer
accounts, unseemly. 68 Boosters said the grand hotel would inspire
the rest of the city to improve itself, but their claims failed to develop. 69 In reality, there was not enough capital in the city to match
the grandeur that Plant created with his hotel. 70
66
67
68

69

70

Tampa Tribune, September 25, 1890.
Ibid.
Barbra Berglund argues in Making San Francisco American: Cultural Frontiers
in the Urban West, 1846-1906 (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 2007) the
frontier was not only a geographical term, but a descriptor for the lack of
social, cultural, and legal restraints.
New York Times,January 24, 1891; "Improve the Streets," Tampa Tribune, February 2, 1895; Tampa Tribune, July 26, 1888; Tampa Weekly journal, March 5, 1888;
Tampa Tribune, October 6, 1887; Tampa journal, first edition.
Tampa Weekly journal, March 15, 1888; Tampajournal, first edition; Tampa Tribune, May 17, 1888; Tampa Tribune, July 26, 1888; Tampa Tribune, October 6,
1887; Tampa Weekly Journa~ March 5, 1888; Tampa Weekly Journa~ March 22,
1888.
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An Ocean of Sand

Nineteenth-century Tampa was both a frontier town and "New
South" city. 71 For the most of the century Tampa was a small town
centered around a fort. There, white Europeans, Native Americans,
along with free and enslaved Africans traded, communicated, and
scratched out an existence side-by-side. This Tampa gave way to
one with an economy built on phosphate mines and cattle. When
Plant decided to run his trains into Tampa the city grew modestly.
When Vincent Martinez Ybor moved his cigar factories from Cuba
to Tampa the city diversified. These changes did not turn Tampa
into another Chicago, yet it was no "Dodge City" either. Tampa
was sandy, hot, humid, and generally unpleasant for the majority
of the year simply because of its location. The people who lived in
Tampa created distinct cultures and established small businesses
that catered to their needs for wagon gear, candies, clothing, and
books. 72
Early Tampa was small and homely, but functional. It lacked
tourists though, which was quickly becoming a big money making
enterprise across the post-Reconstruction South. Northern tourists
traveled south to experience the old plantation lifestyle and white
supremacy in the refined atmosphere of luxury railcars and fine
hotels. After Reconstruction white Southerners, under the guidance of Henry Grady, adopted an industrial dream. Industry, transportation, and tourism were to be the triad that would save the
southern economy. 73 Northern businessmen agreed, and traveled
south to take advantage of the cheap land and available workforce
as they invested in factories, transportation and hotels. Northern
and Southern capitalists turned Atlanta into the jewel of the South,
and spread the idea that with the proper investment the South
could be a welcome resort for pleasure seekers and businessmen.

71

72

73

"The New South" is a term coined by Henry Grady to reflect the economic and
supposed social changes that took place in the South after Reconstruction.
For more information on Grady see Mills Land, ed., The New South: Writing and
Speeches of Henry Grady (Savannah, GA: The Beehive Press, 1971).
For an example of the goods and services available in Tampa see the Tarnpa Tribune, Morning Tribune, December 7, 1897, October 16, 1895; Canter Brown,Jr.
Tampa Before the Civil War (Tampa, FL: University of Tampa Press, 1999); Doris
Weatherford, History of Women in Tampa (Tampa: the Athena Society, 1991).
Tampa Tribune, Morning Tribune, December 7, 1897, October 16, 1895; Canter
Brown, Jr. _Tampa Before the Civil War (Tampa, FL: University of Tampa Press,
1999); Dons Weatherford, History oJWomen in Tamj1a (Tampa: the Athena Society, 1991) .
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Building at Southwest Corner of Lafayette and Franklin Streets-Tampa, Florida.
Black & white photoprint, 8 x 10 in. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory
h ttps: / / www.floridamemory.com/ iterns/ show / 30798.

In 1891 when the Tampa Bay Hotel opened, the city was still
"not what it will be," but greatly improved. 74 With its stores, eateries, an opera house, a deep-water port, a train and a hotel, it had
potential for visitors and businesses that desired Caribbean connections. Despite its advantages, the city suffered under outside
perceptions including contemporary medical theories that saw
the near Caribbean as unhealthy and nationally reported union
disputes that made the city appear violent. 75
74
75

Hutchison-Smyth, The Life OJ Henry Bradley Plant, 80.
It is important to acknowledge that while Tampa was given a tropical identity
in many cases, its location in the South demanded that it still attend to the New
South ideologies, like industrialization and urbanization, both of which the
city of Tampa had been attempting since before the war. James Russel argues
in, Atlanta 1847-1890: City building in the Old South and the New, (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1988) that Atlanta's prosperity after tl1e Civil
War was partially the result of pre-war work. Tampa, however, was a frontier
town in the Caribbean South with few ties to major plantations. The difference between iliese two arguments and two cases should be noted. A recent
article in ilie Journal of American History expands on the relationship between
the American South and the Caribbean and Central America, Sarah E. Cornell,
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Its near-tropical location and the 1880's yellow fever outbreaks
allowed critics to treat Tampa as a dangerous environment. 76
While the hotel was under construction newspapers reported
that the yellow fever epidemic halted the work and put the city in
debt. Though city officials argued their people were able to push
through, it is evident that the work and payments slowed. 77 The
prospect of recurring outbreaks of the fever scared away many people. To make matters worse, new theories had been developed that
linked the environment and an area's population to the proliferation of yellow fever and other illnesses.
Physicians, particularly those with an interest in racial theories,
asserted that tropical humidity could weaken the mental and physical health of whites and such climates should not be visited if people
valued their well-being. Other physicians and boosters celebrated the
restorative qualities of the area's humid air, and encouraged tropical
vacations for healthy renewal. 78 While the later evaluation offered a
more comforting medical view of the tropics, Tampa's history with
yellow fever and its large non-white population made travelers wary.
Instead of rest and relaxation, anti-tropical physicians
argued that long stints in humid climates would induce "tropical neurosis." 79 Medical professionals characterized the illness as
"Fugitive Salves and Free Africans Americans in Mexico, 1833-1857" Journal of
American History 100, no.2 (September 2013): 351-374.

76

77
78

79

Scott Huffard points out in Scott Huffard Jr, "Infected Rails: Yellow Fever
and Southern Railroads," Journal of Southern History 79, no. l (February 2013):
79-112, that the fear of yellow fever was a major deterrent for regional support of the railroads. Plant's choice to continue construction during a yellow
fever outbreak would speak to later arguments that he had no concern for the
people of Tampa and simply wanted to build himself a grand palace.
TampaJournal, October 17, 1889.
For a deeper understanding of tropical environment and white colonization
see Warwick Anderson, Colonial Pathologies: American Tropical M edicine, Race and
Hygiene in the Philippines (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006). For more
on U.S. Empire and expansion at the turn of the twentieth century see Eric
T. Love, Race over Empire: Racism and U.S. Imperialism, 1865-1900. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2004) and Alfred W. McCoy, Policing the
American Empire: The United States, The Philippines, and the Rise of the Surveillance
State (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 2009). Also see Kristin L.
Hoganson, Fighting for the American Manhood: How Gender Politics Provoked the
Spanish-American and Philippine-American Wars (New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 2000); Michel Gobat Confronting the American Dream: Nicaragua Under U.S.
Imperial Rule (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2005).
Benjamin Kidd, Control of the Tropic Zone (London: MacMillan Co, 1898) , 48.
George M. Barbour, Florida For Tourists, Invalids and Settlers (New York: D.
Appleton and Company, 1882), 201. Frank Ninkovich, The United States and
Imperialism (Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishing, 2001); Levy, "The Most Exotic

of Our Cities," 437-453.
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a general weakening of the mind, morals, and a "physiological
deterioration." 80 This meant that the "barbarism" Americans saw
in tropical places and peoples was medically contagious. Doctors
thought the best way to stop white Americans' from sinking "to the
level" of "inferior" races was to avoid the tropics. 81 Sociologist Benjamin Kidd argued in his 1898 book, The Control of the Tropic Zones,
that "the attempt to acclimate the white man into tropics must be
recognized" as a "blunder." 82
Kidd's argument reflected white Americans' worries about
their inability to control foreign non-white populations. The health
and vitality of white Americans in tropical climates became a major
concern as the United States entered the Spanish-American War
and acquired the Philippines. In both situations the U.S. military
perceived a need to control the non-white populations, but had
difficulties asserting themselves. 83 While this worry was falling out a
favor by 1920, in the nineteenth century it was very real, especially
in Tampa. 84
What's more, Tampa was seen as a hub for politically radical
workers. Plant's railroad and steam ships brought Vincent Martinez Ybor, a Cuban cigar manufacturer to Tampa. Ybor's business
proved a good fit for Tampa; the city's climate was favorable for
cigar making, there was adequate transportation for getting the
cigars to markets, and the labor laws were lax. 85 Ybor's factories and
those of others who followed in his commercial footsteps brought
an influx of Cuban, Spanish, and Italian immigrants to the city.
However, Ybor's restrictive work environment and the city's wellknown lawlessness were a bad combination. Union disputes became
violent and attracted a disproportionate amount of nationai attention.86 A New York Times journalist said that the city's loose hand was
apparent in both its people and the local government's inability to

80
81
82
83
84

85

86

Anderson, Colonial Pathologi,es, 131.
Kidd, Control of the Tropic Zone, 50-51.
Ibid., Hoganson, Fighting for the American Manhood. 181.
See McCoy, Policing the American Empire and Anderson, Colonial Pathologies, 131.
Anderson, Colonial Pathologies, 131. Anderson explains how by 1920 ideas of
tropical neurosis died out. Also see Levy, "The Most Exotic of Our Cities',
437-453.
For a history of Ybor City see Mormino The Immigrant World of Ybor City. For
a history of West Tampa, which was the second cigar enclave in Tampa, but
lesser known , see Armando Mendez, Ciudad de cigars: West Tampa (Tampa, FL:
Florida Historical Society, 1994). The humidity in Tampa made the cigar production process easier.
"Lawlessness in Tampa" New York Times, September 23, 1901.
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control them.87 Benjamin Kidd warned that unmediated situations,
like that in Tampa, were due to the tropical population's inability to govern themselves and their white guardians' frailty. 88 Racial
and climate issues played major roles in the United States' imperial
acquisitions, colonization, and in people's vacation choices. Above
all, vacation-minded people desired safe enjoyable places -which
Plant's Tampa Bay Hotel offered, but the city did not.
Even after the hotel opened its doors the city continued to suffer from perceptions of lawlessness. Plant's rail carriages did not
discharge visitors until the cars were securely within the hotel's
gates sparing them contact with the dangerous city across the river.89 Even the earliest sidewalks-laid in 1888 as paths designed
to link one place to another-did not extend into the rest of the
city which journalist George Kennan labeled a dirty and dissatisfying "ocean of sand." 90 Such criticisms and isolation stung, and the
city launched efforts to bar residents from shooting in the streets,
dumping dead animals in the river, and displaying public nudity. 91
Nevertheless, the fact remained that the hotel was one place and
the city was another.
As the nation prepared for war in 1898, American troops and
accompanying journalists descended on Tampa, with the military
officers and better connected reporters staying at the Tampa Bay
Hotel. George Kennan (1845-1924) offered some of the most
jarring descriptions of Tampa, calling it a "huddled collection of
generally insignificant buildings standing in an arid desert." 92 His
strong words were corroborated by fellow journalist Richard Harding Davis who compared the city to "a wretched, vender less town
87

88
89
90

91
92

Ibid. The article reports that a group of "self-constituted citizen" kidnapped
"especially energetic" cigar workers and marooned them on an unnamed
island off the coast of South America. The author wrote in response "The
most dangerous lesson which can be taught to the elements of the community
which have little respect for the law is that the responsible and respectable
citizens have no more respect for it then they have." This is of course not the
only moment of union related violence in Tampa, but it is one of the most
interesting and shocking.
Ibid. ; Kidd, Control of the Tro-pic Zone, 48.
"Improve the Streets," Tampa Tribune, February 2, 1895.
Ken_n an, Campai[5Yl,ing in Cuba, 2, 3. George Kennan and Richard Harding
Davis _were war repo_rters stationed at the Tampa Bay Hotel during the Spanish
Amencan War. The!f accounts illustrate for us how the hotel did very little to
improve the city.
Louis KFrisbie, "Some Early Tampa Hotels," Ex Libris 5, no.2 (Winter 1983):
1-8, 5; Florida Peninsular, 1855; "Improve tl1e Streets," Tampa Tribune, February
2, 1895.
Kennan, Campai[5Yl,ing in Cuba, 2.
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in south Siberia." 93 According to Davis the hotel did not belong
in Tampa. He said its size over-estimated "the number of transient
visitors that reasonably might be expected to visit." 94 The journalists
who stopped by the Tampa Bay Hotel made it clear that the hotel
stood outside of the city, and what was left of the bay town needed

work. 95
Visitors like Kennan and Davis most likely felt disappointed
because of the grand visions they had read in travel literature. 96
Booster descriptions wielded the power to turn the barren West
into paradise, the post-Reconstruction South into a regional spa,
and Tampa into the most attractive city in Florida. It was the responsibility of guests and travelers to test the boosters' accuracy by visiting and patronizing these places. Because so few guests came, there
is little written on the view of the city from the hotel, or vise versa.
What information we can cobble together reveals an image of a city
bifurcated by a river, one side looking to a dream only half manifested and the other side "an ocean of sand." 97
The Tampa Bay Hotel is an example of how people's expectations of Florida were often premature or went unfulfilled. While
some may argue that the hotel was successful their evidence for
that is dependent on how one defines success. Equally so, records
detailing the hotel's financial or economic hardship are more legend than reality. Most historians agree that the hotel was very rarely
full, but never notably empty. It appears then that the Tampa Bay
Hotel functioned more like the Vanderbilts' Biltmore than the
Astors' Waldorf-Astoria. 98 Plant's affection for the hotel is similar
to the way nineteenth century and early twentieth century elites
felt about their summer mansions, perhaps this low-level "baron"
built a hotel because a home was too costly and would not garner
93
94
95
96

97
98

Ibid.
Richard Harding Davis "The Rocking-Char Period of the War," Scribner's Magazine, August 1898, 132. Emphasis added.
The hotel cost three million dollars to build and about one million to furnish,
which would be about seventy million dollars in 2013.
There are many pamphlets available about the Tampa Bay Hotel; many of
them are from the post-Plant era, including Tampa Bay Hotel, Florida, (Buffalo,
NY: The Matthews Northrup Co, 1895), The Tampa Bay Hotel (New York: Street
Finney, 1906). There is one known early pamphlet, Florida, Cuba & Jamaica
(Plant System, before 1899) found through the State University System of
Florida archival collection.
Kennan, Campaigning in Cuba, 2, 3.
Whereas the Vanderbilt's Biltmore was a vacation home for the family and
their friends outside of Asheville, NC, the Astor's Waldorf-Historian was a
prominent hotel in New York.
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tax breaks and income. Either way it was not Plant the man nor the
hotel itself that made Tampa, it was the image of each that shaped
how people understood the city.
Recognizing that nineteenth-century urban booster influences
the way we understand the Tampa Bay Hotel helps frame how we
understand Florida. The Tampa Bay Hotel is one case study, but it
represents the efforts that investors and boosters expressed in an
attempt to make the state attractive and viable. By looking at how
boosters crafted the Tampa Bay Hotel we can begin to see how
image and identity shape the contemporary world we inhabit. 99
Without the tourists, the grandiose promises, lavish resorts, and
most of all air conditioning, Florida would be a far different place.
Visitors, outsiders, and residents alike have had many conversations about what Florida is, what makes it the way it is, and how it
differs from the rest of the nation, but to understand Florida we
need to know who created these expectations.

99

Theories on place-based identity come largely from public history and memory studies. The place of the past in American cultural identity has been studied
by a number of historians including David Glassberg, Sense of History: The Place
of the Past in American Life (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2001) is
a commonly cited work. Glassberg argues that one's "sense of history," places
them within a context of belonging. Likewise, memory studies have understood the need for belonging to the reasoning for memory creation in groups.
For the theoretical background on this see Pierra Nora, "Between History and
Memory: Les Lieux De Memoire," Representations 26 (Spring 1989) : 7-24; Maurice Halbwachs, On CoUective Memory, edited and translated, with an Introduction by Lewis A. Coser (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1992) ; Eric
Hobsbawn "Introduction: Inventing Traditions," The Inventions of Traditions ed.
by Eric Hobsbawn and Terence Ranger (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 2012). Michael Kammen's Mystic Cords of M emory: The Transformation
of Tradition in American Culture (New York, NY: Vintage Books, 1991) offers a
nuanced look at memory throughout U.S. history. For arguments on the value
of the past in culture as written by historians see; David Glassberg, American
Historical Pageantry: The Uses of Tradition in the Early Twentieth Century ( Chapel
Hill: University of Nouth Carolina Press, 1990), which looks at how performing the past helped create an American identity. Amy L Levin, Defining Memory:
Local Museums and the Construction of History in Americas Changing Communities
(Lanham and New York: Altamira Press, 2007) and Dolores Hayden, The Power
of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press,

1997) explore the importance of place based historical identities in small
towns and larger cities.
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